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Zx runner aqua

$200.00 With 4D, adidas starts a journey towards a future where tailored footwear is a reality. Combining data from more than 4000 athletes, the 3D-printed midsole was designed to be dense in areas where your feet need support and open to the areas that need cushioning. With the aqua color of the iconic ZX 8000
silhouette, this fused 4D shoe blends heritage from the adidas archives with a futuristic design set to revolutionize the shoe world. Product Information: Product Code: FY0152 Color: Light Aqua/Yellow Tint/Purple Material: Textile Size Guide Returns Delivery Ask Us a Question Return and ExchangesReturn: We
guarantee our products are brand new, authentic and come in its original box/packaging. We will not be able to guarantee the condition of the shoebox, or if the shoes have less curl, etc. If you are a collector, we would recommend that you buy from a retail store so that you can physically inspect the product. If the
product you received is defective, we will exchange it for the same item instead of processing a refund. Otherwise, you can return products purchased from Blendsus.com within five (5) days of the delivery date in their original, unused state, including original shoebox (shoebox cannot be taped up and must be returned as
well) for a refund of merchandise value minus a 10% hauling fee. *Sales on all discounted items are final and cannot be returned or exchanged* *Sales on special-release items are final and cannot be returned or exchanged* For return, please request the form via customer service atcontact@blendsus.com.Exchange:To
speed up your order process and ensure that you will be able to receive the item of your choice before it is sold out, we will no longer process the exchange to avoid delay. Instead, return your original item for a full refund and then place a new order online to avoid delay or items that are sold out at the time it is
processed. Domestic Order: Use the following shipping services to send your package back: When you send your order back, be sure to include a copy of the receipt that indicates the shipping fees or scan image with the return package tracking number and your order invoice number. If our return department determines
that the product is damaged (before use) or incorrectly, we will refund you for the shipping charges with the following condition: 1) the package is sent through the services listed above, and 2) the product is damaged or incorrectly. International Order: Please contact contact@blendsus.com before proceeding with your
return for the damage or wrong item. SHIPPING Please note that delivery times are approximate and do not include processing time. It typically takes 1-2 days to process and fulfill an order (excluding weekends, special releases and holidays). WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST OR STOLEN GOODS WHEN
YOUR PACKAGE IS BE SURE TO TAKE APPROPRIATE MEASURES TO RECEIVE YOUR PACKAGE. We only ship on the domestic market on Please contact us by e-mail for exceptions (we can send via PayPal payment). Items will be shipped on regular working days from Monday to Friday. Freight prices are
calculated by weight, size and quantity and vary from destination to destination. All shipments are sent by UPS unless otherwise requested. Shipping confirmations will be sent after the orders have been processed. Please contact us at contact@blendsus.com with any questions about costs. adidas' relationship with
innovation quickly led the Herzogenaurach-based brand to 4D, a technology that has fought its way to the top in terms of exclusivity and aesthetics. And although production was once very expensive, which obviously pushed up the retail price, sneakers with the comfortable cushioning have become much more
affordable, attracting many new models like this upcoming ZX Runner 4D.adidas ZX Runner 4D Aqua Release InfoSimilar to sneakers before, the silhouette offers a slim shape. This pair has a printed sole that blends light blue with pale yellow and has a striking green underneath. The latter shade makes a sombre
appearance over the outsole, while color-matched laces complete the colour combination. Where you can buy adidas ZX Runner 4D AquaSkos falls from adidas and selected retailers. As you know, we update our sneaker release calendar daily with new releases and resellers so you don't miss this release for sure.
Follow us and always keep up to date! Grailify is also available as an app for iOS and Android! You will receive all important sneaker releases, restocks, and news in the usual Grrailify speed and quality directly on your mobile phone! This way to the iOS version: Download this way to the Android version: DownloadFixt
you can find Gralify in most social networks. Follow us and get the main release info, restocks, and rumors daily. You can find us here:Facebook: This wayTwitter: This wayInstagram: This way USD $215AR $17,898You will be charged in USD. DetailsYour local currency is displayed for display purposes only and is
calculated based on exchange rates that are updated daily. DescriptionSizingShippingReturnsadidas combines the archiving with the groundbreaking to create this ZX Runner 4D. Primeknit upper is all 80s, woven in aqua, purple and neon yellow by OG ZX 8000 release from 1989. In contrast, the midsole is one of the
brand's most high-tech innovations - it's digitally printed using data from over 4,000 athletes, creating a complex grid pattern that targets areas in need of additional support or cushioning. Primeknit UppersSock-Like Construction4D MidsoleContinental™ Rubber OutsoleStyle Code: FY0152 First launched in 1989, the live
AQUA colorway has been a huge hit in every reissue. Combining FUTURECRAFT's design technology with the iconic color palette, the new 4D AQUA is a personalized statement in your sneaker wardrobe. Lace closure adidas Primeknit textile upper Lightweight, adaptive shoes 4D Midsole Rubber Upper Sole Imported
color: Light Aqua/Yellow Tint/Purple Product Code: FY0152 Its colorway has made each new release of AQUA an instant sale. The subtle differences in color between re-design make each drop unique. Launched on the OG ZX 8000, the bold colors of AQUA shook up the late 80s running scene. Since then, the colorway
is exclusively reserved for adidas most famous silhouettes. A combination of light, oxygen and liquid resin forms the shoe's 3D-printed midsole. A bold Primeknit upper provides stability and comfort. Comfort.
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